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Abstract. Modern approaches to sound synthesis using deep neural net-
works are hard to control, especially when fine-grained conditioning in-
formation is not available, hindering their adoption by musicians.
In this paper, we cast the generation of individual instrumental notes
as an inpainting-based task, introducing novel and unique ways to it-
eratively shape sounds. To this end, we propose a two-step approach:
first, we adapt the VQ-VAE-2 image generation architecture to spec-
trograms in order to convert real-valued spectrograms into compact dis-
crete codemaps, we then implement token-masked Transformers for the
inpainting-based generation of these codemaps.
We apply the proposed architecture on the NSynth dataset on masked
resampling tasks. Most crucially, we open-source an interactive web in-
terface to transform sounds by inpainting, for artists and practitioners
alike, opening up to new, creative uses.
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1 Introduction

Generative modeling of audio has seen a surge in fidelity in recent years, thanks to
advances in generative neural network-based architectures (van den Oord et al.,
2016, 2018; J. H. Engel et al., 2019; Aouameur, Esling, & Hadjeres, 2019; Esling,
Masuda, Bardet, Despres, & Chemla-Romeu-Santos, 2019). These new models
are progressively bridging the gap with dedicated synthesis software in terms of
the versatility of sounds produced without requiring the involved domain-specific
knowledge of audio synthesis. Yet these approaches still fall short of providing
convenient, interpretable control over the generated sounds, only giving access
either to global parameters that change the texture of the whole sounds or to
dense, high-frequency conditioning, impractical for interactive uses.

Global conditioning labels such as pitch and instrument family set aside, in-
troducing local control in such models is made difficult by the typically high sam-
pling frequency of sounds in waveform representation. Indeed, this high sampling
frequency makes autoregressive modeling of sounds highly challenging. This is
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the case for models of the WaveNet family (van den Oord et al., 2016, 2018), and
such models are bound to operate with low receptive fields and display highly un-
stationary behaviour. Controlling these models therefore typically requires very
dense conditioning sequences, sampled at a rate close to the audio rate, which is
impractical for end-users. Conversely, models such as GANSynth (J. H. Engel
et al., 2019), that use spectrogram representations and generate full-scale sounds
of several seconds in parallel through transposed convolutions conditioned on a
single vector, lose the ability to control the small-scale structure of the sounds.

Promising solutions have been proposed to introduce control at a mid-level
range in autoregressive models through the use of Style Tokens and similar tech-
niques (J. Engel et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018). Here, an intermediary, subsam-
pled latent space is learned along with the autoregressive decoder and used to
condition the decoder. Nevertheless, the resulting conditioning vectors are real-
valued vectors with unindentified dimensions, making them hard to interpret.
Existing control schemes are therefore limited to extracting the sequence of con-
ditioning vectors of an example sound and transferring it to another sound, but
further control is difficult.

We turn to recent advances in inpainting-based interactive generation, which
have brought new approaches to controllable sampling for creative applications.
Inpainting models are prediction models trained to reconstruct hidden or miss-
ing data in an input. These models were previously proposed for the interac-
tive generation of symbolic music (Hadjeres, Pachet, & Nielsen, 2017; Hadjeres
& Nielsen, 2018) and are furthermore readily amenable to interactive applica-
tions (Bazin & Hadjeres, 2019).

In this work, we propose to tackle the problem of controlled sound genera-
tion through a two-steps approach. First, an encoder-decoder network is trained
to compute a highly compressed representation of the sounds through down-
sampling and discretization, with efficient encoding as well as decoding. This
mid-level representation, used as input for our subsequent generative models,
bridges the gap between the dense conditioning sequences of WaveNet and the
very sparse, label-based conditioning of GANSynth. We then train powerful
Transformer-based sequence generation models on these discrete codemaps for
interactive generation by inpainting.

2 Contributions

We adapt the VQ-VAE-2 image generation model to allow for the interactive
generation of sounds via inpainting. Our key contributions are:

1. We cast the generation of musical instrument sounds as an interactive,
inpainting-based generative-modeling task,

2. We adapt the hierarchical VQ-VAE-2 model to operate on spectrograms,
using a custom modification of the IF-Mel spectrogram-based representation
originally proposed for the GANSynth model,

3. In order to sample new sounds in this compact latent space, we model
a factorization of the joint probability of hierarchical codemaps from the
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VQ-VAE-2. To this end we introduce hierarchically conditioned sequence-
masked Spectrogram Transformers, compatible with interactive generation
by inpainting. These models furthermore support conditioning through global
labels for additional control,

4. We open-source the code for this model and release an open-source inter-
active web interface for the proposed model3, which allows to edit sounds
via inpainting whilst viewing and listening to the results, enabling novel and
unique schemes of sound transformation.

3 Proposed approach

In order to provide control on the generated sounds, a sweet spot must be found
between full autoregressive sampling of full-scale spectrograms, which is compu-
tationally demanding when using powerful Transformer architectures, and one-
shot parallel generation à-la-GANSynth, which discards local control in favor
of computational efficiency. We therefore follow an autoregressive approach but
introduce models with highly downsampled and compact latent representations,
so that these latent sequences can in turn be conveniently generated and edited
using autoregressive models.

3.1 Compact Representations of Sounds

Top codemap 
(extract)

Bottom codemap 
(extract)

Input spectrogram
Reconstructed 
spectrogram

VQ-VAE-2
Encoder

VQ-VAE-2
Decoder

Fig. 1. Proposed VQ-VAE-2 architecture for spectrograms. The encoder converts
1024 × 128-large spectrograms into two compact integer maps, ctop and cbottom of
size 32× 4 and 64× 8. The decoder is trained to reconstruct the original spectrogram
from these discrete codemaps.

The VQ-VAE-2 model, initially proposed for the generation of images (Razavi,
van den Oord, & Vinyals, 2019), defines an autoencoding architecture using a hi-
erarchy of discrete latent variables. In the VQ-VAE-2 model, the VAE’s latent
3 Code for the models and interface available at: https://github.com/SonyCSLParis/
interactive-spectrogram-inpainting

https://github.com/SonyCSLParis/interactive-spectrogram-inpainting
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space is made discrete through vector-quantization, a classic dictionary-learning
algorithm (Gray, 1984): the latent representation computed by the VQ-VAE-2
encoder is projected onto a learned codebook (a dictionary of code vectors), ef-
fectively replacing the input data by a discrete grid of codebook indexes. The
decoder in turn receives only the projection and reconstructs the original input
by upsampling (via transposed convolutions). In the hierarchical approach, a
top codemap is obtained from the bottom map by further downsampling and
vector-quantization. In this setting, the highly downsampled top codes can be
interpreted as depicting the overall, large-scale structure of the images. The
bottom codemap decoder is subsequently conditioned on this global structure
and refines it with fine-grained detail. This is shown on Figure 1 via the arrow
depicting the conditional dependency of the bottom codemap on the top one.

We note that VQ has previously been applied to the generation of audio
signals with impressive results (Dieleman, van den Oord, & Simonyan, 2018;
van den Oord, Vinyals, & Kavukcuoglu, 2017), most notably in the recent Juke-
box model by Open AI (Dhariwal et al., 2020). Nonetheless, VQ is used in these
approaches as a powerful information bottleneck allowing to scale autoregressive
models of audio to very large temporal scales of several tens of seconds. Control-
ling the huge models proposed in these papers remains highly challenging, if only
due to the very high computational load they incur, making these approaches
somewhat orthogonal to our goal of intuitive and interactive control.

3.2 Spectrogram Representations for Intuitive Control

Since the VQ-VAE-2 model was initially introduced for the generation of im-
ages, we borrow the invertible Hi-Res Mel-IF (Mel-Amplitude and Instantaneous
Frequency) spectrogram representation that was shown by J. H. Engel et al.
(2019) to provide the best results for generation with convolutional neural net-
works. This representation, which performs a temporal unrolling of the phase
channel of the spectrograms, introduces smoothness and stability as opposed to
directly learning to model the phase. This representation can furthermore be
inverted back to the original spectrogram at no cost and therefore allows for
efficient conversion back to audio using the inverse Fourier transform.

The auto-encoding training of the VQ-VAE-2 furthermore requires introduc-
ing a reconstruction loss, as opposed to the adversarial training of GANSynth.
We propose to use a slightly modified L2-loss, using a phase thresholding process:
we ignore IF reconstruction errors (by setting those gradients to zero) in areas of
low sound amplitude, where the IF starts becoming highly noisy (J. H. Engel et
al., 2019), effectively shifting gradient signals to areas with significant amplitude.

Working on spectrograms has the additional advantage of separating time
and frequencies onto two separate axis in the input representation. This pro-
vides an intuitive interpretation of the latent codes learned by the hierarchical
VQ-VAE-2 as time-frequency atoms. Editing the resulting 2D codemaps by
inpainting can then be seen as performing localized transformations in the time-
frequency plane over multiple frequency bands, akin to the multi-band equalizers
musicians are familiar with.
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the proposed spectrogram inpainting process. After a linearization-
procedure informed by harmonic structure, sequence-masked Transformers are trained
to perform inpainting on the codemaps of the VQ-VAE-2, which allows to sam-
ple new sounds by first autoregressively sampling from the factorized distribution
p(ctop)p(cbottom|ctop) then decoding these sequences.

3.3 Spectrogram Transformers

After training the VQ-VAE, the continuous-valued spectrograms can be re-
placed with the hierarchical latent codemaps. Generating new sounds then amounts
to modeling and sampling from the joint probability p(ctop, cbottom). We fol-
low the approach of (Razavi et al., 2019) and factorize this probability into
p(ctop)p(cbottom|ctop), which is also in line with the conditional structure of the
VQ-VAE-2 encoder. We therefore train an autoregressive model for the top
codes and another one – conditioned on the top codes – for the bottom codes.

To this end we adapt the VQ-CPC architecture (Hadjeres & Crestel, 2020)
for hierarchical discrete latent variables. For the top codemap cTi...N , we use a
causally masked, self-attentive Transformer, therefore modeling the probability
p(cTi |cT<i,m�cT≥i), wherem denotes the randomly sampled inpainting mask, used
to stochastically hide data during training. Typically, a simple Bernoulli can be
used here for each token. This mask then allows, at inference time, to select
areas to regenerate, and provide the model with information about the fixed, fu-
ture tokens, ensuring coherent generation. For the upsampled, bottom codemaps
we use another Transformer which can attend via attention to the whole top
codemap in a patch-based fashion: indeed, to help the attention procedure, we
align patches of the bottom map to the top code which they were upsampled
from. We obtain the following formulation: p(cB |cT ) =

∏
i p(c

B
i |cB<i, c

T ). The
resulting architecture is depicted on Figure 2.

4 Experiments

The proposed hierarchical model allows to perform various generative modeling
tasks, we provide some usage examples here. We refer the reader to the compan-
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ion website4 where many uncurated audio samples are provided for each task
described here, using all of the instrument types in the NSynth dataset and
across a large range of pitches, along with a more thorough discussion of the
performances of the model. Note that in this paper, we focus on the general
framework of interactive sound inpainting and its applications and we reserve a
quantitative evaluation of architectural choices for future work.

4.1 Training

We train the proposed architecture on the NSynth dataset (J. Engel et al.,
2017). As is done in the GANSynth paper (J. H. Engel et al., 2019), we re-
strict the dataset to sounds with pitch from MIDI 24-84, avoiding extreme
pitches. We compute the input spectrograms using windows of 2048 samples
with Nfft = 2048 with a 75% overlap factor, resulting in an effective dimension
of 1024 × 128 for the spectrograms. As opposed to the representation used in
GANSynth, we lower the Mel-scale break frequency from 700Hz to 240Hz, in
order to increase resolution in the low frequencies, bringing more precision in
the interactive editing of the lower harmonics.

The VQ-VAE is trained for reconstruction of the Mel-IF representation using
the phase-masked L2 loss described above with the ADAM optimizer. After
training the VQ-VAE, we use its encoder to extract the latent codemaps for
all of the sounds in the training dataset. The bottom and top Transformers
can then be independently trained on these codemaps. Here, we train in an
autoregressive fashion with the RAdam optimizer (Liu et al., 2020) and a label-
smoothed prediction loss (Müller, Kornblith, & Hinton, 2019). More details are
given in the repository accompanying the paper.

4.2 Results

Inpainting operations On Figure 3 we display uncurated samples for three
possible uses of the model. First, a spectrogram for a 4 second organ sound at
pitch 60 generated by our model is shown. Three successive inpainting opera-
tions are then presented. The first two examples operate on both codemaps, by
first autoregressively resampling the displayed portion of the top codemap, then
resampling the aligned tokens in the bottom codemap. The third one only re-
generates the bottom codemap, keeping the top one fixed. In the first example,
the five lowest frequency bands of the top map are regenerated over the whole
duration of the sound with constraint "Bass + pitch C1", resulting in a visible
increase in lower-frequency energy. Then, the first second of the spectrogram
is regenerated over all frequency bands with constraint "Mallet + pitch C3",
resulting in a more marked attack. In the last step, the top codemap is kept
fixed but the full bottom codemap is resampled conditioned on it, with a con-
straint "Synth Lead + pitch C5". We can see that the global structure of the
spectrogram remains similar, but the local timbral texture indeed changes. We
again refer the reader to the accompanying webpage for audio examples.
4 https://sonycslparis.github.io/interactive-spectrogram-inpainting/

https://sonycslparis.github.io/interactive-spectrogram-inpainting/
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Fig. 3. Successive inpainting operations over a generated sample. (1) Generated sample
; (2) inpainting of the lower frequencies over the whole duration of the sound ; (3)
inpainting of the full first second ; (4) inpainting of the full bottom codemap with the
top codemap fixed.

Interactive interface We believe that generative models for music only reveal
their potential through actual usage in music production contexts, which requires
providing musicians with intuitive interfaces to these complex models. In line
with this philosophy, we propose a TypeScript-based web interface that allows
to generate and edit sounds using the models presented in this paper5, using a
PyTorch-based computing back-end. This interface is represented on Figure 4.

The modus operandi is a simple one, akin to classic image editing software,
which we can expect our users to be familiar with. An initial sound is either
generated from scratch using the autoregressive models, sampled from a dataset
or provided by the user through drag and drop. The VQ-VAE-reconstructed
spectrogram is displayed on the interface, along with a grid overlay depicting the
cells of the VQ-VAE’s latent codemaps. The user can then perform inpainting
operations as described in 4.2 by selecting zones on this grid, either on the coarse
top codemap or on the more detailed bottom map.

We note that the possibility of using different instrument and pitch con-
straints for successive inpainting operations opens the way to the generation of
heterogeneous spectrograms, unseen in the training dataset – such as inpainting
the attack of an organ sound with a "Guitar" instrument constraint to obtain
a plucked organ. The successive inpainting operations performed in Figure 3
are an example of this use case. We finally observe that, due to the inherently
linearly-scaling nature of the autoregressive generation, each token-wise predic-

5 Available within the code’s repository at https://github.com/SonyCSLParis/
interactive-spectrogram-inpainting

https://github.com/SonyCSLParis/interactive-spectrogram-inpainting
https://github.com/SonyCSLParis/interactive-spectrogram-inpainting
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of the proposed interactive web interface. The highlighted zone is
currently being regenerated by the back-end.

tion of the spectrogram transformers should be fast if responsive interaction is
desired. Currently, typical local operations (over a region of one second) take
around one second to complete, and work is undergoing to reduce this latency
for a seamless interactive process.

5 Conclusion and perspectives

We have presented an approach to interactively generating instrument sounds
by inpainting. To this end, we adapted the VQ-VAE-2 image generation model
to spectrograms via a representation inspired by the Mel-IF representation from
GANSynth. This allows to encode sounds into compact discrete sequences,
greatly compressing the informational complexity of the data. We then intro-
duced efficient hierarchical Transformers with sequence-masking, in order to
model a factorization of the joint probability of the top and bottom VQ-VAE-2
codemaps. These models are trained to perform autoregressive prediction, but
incorporate information both form the past and the future of the sequences, so
that they can be used to perform inpainting on the codemaps at inference time.
We introduced a web interface that allows to use the trained models to generate
and edit sounds, which we distribute in an open-source fashion, for researchers
and musicians.

Future work includes speeding up and scaling the model for better reconstruc-
tion and faster generation, via, for instance, recent advancements to Transformer-
like architectures (Katharopoulos, Vyas, Pappas, & Fleuret, 2020), along with
a more in-depth, quantitative assessment of the performances of the proposed
framework and architectures.
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